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The authors define a concept of relative topological degree of set-valued compact 
vector fields with respect to a closed convex subset in a locally convex topological 
vector space. Using this concept, they extend the concept of degree of ultimately 
compact vector fields introduced by Sadovskii and generalized by Petryshyn and 
Fitzpatrick. The authors also establish a fixed point theorem of the Kakutani-Fan 
type and a generalized Borsuk fixed point theorem for ultimately compact 
operators. 
The concept of relative topological degree of single-valued compact vector 
fields with respect to a closed convex subset in a locally convex topological 
vector space was introduced by Borisovich [ 18, 191. In this paper, we 
propose to generalize this concept to the set-valued case. To make finite- 
dimensional reductions, we shall establish an approximation lemma which 
generalizes the one of Leray-Schauder-Nagumo [ 111. 
In the fundamental memoir “Topologie et equations fonctionnelles,” 
published in 1934 [ 11, Leray and Schauder introduced the concept of 
topological degree for compact vector fields in Banach spaces. The 
Leray-Schauder degree method is a subtle and powerful tool of nonlinear 
analysis (cf. (21). As shown by Leray [3], it is not possible to define a 
concept of topological degree for an arbitrary noncompact vector field. There 
exists, nevertheless, a concept of degree for certain classes of noncompact 
vector fields (cf. Browder and Nussbaum [4], Browder and Petryshyn IS]). 
More recently, Sadovskii [6, 71 introduced a concept of degree for ultimately 
compact single-valued vector fields in the locally convex topological vector 
spaces. The latter class includes compact vector fields and other, 
noncompact, vector fields. The results of Sadovskii have been generalized to 
set-valued vector fields by Petryshyn and Fitzpatrick [8, 91. The method 
followed by Petryshyn and Fitzpatrick relies on results from [ 101 and 
demands that each convex subset of the space be a retract-this condition is 
fulfilled if the space is in particular metrizable. Using the concept of relative 
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topological degree, we define a concept of topological degree of ultimately 
compact set-valued vector fields in not necessarily metrizable topological 
vector spaces. Our results generalize those of Sadovskii and of Petryshyn 
and Fitzpatrick. 
We also establish a generalized version of a fixed point theorem of Borsuk 
as well as a fixed point theorem of the Kakutani-Fan type for ultimately 
compact operators. 
The paper consists of four sections. The first section sets the notations and 
contains basis results on the degree of compact vector fields in locally 
convex linear spaces. The second section is devoted to a theory of relative 
topological degree for set-valued compact vector fields with respect to a 
closed convex subset in the locally convex topological vector spaces. In 
Section 3, we shall consider the topological degree theory of ultimately 
compact set-valued vector fields in locally convex topological vector spaces. 
The fourth and last section contains a number of fixed point theorems of 
Kakutani-Fan or of the Borsuk type for ultimately compact operators. 
We shall rely on Ma’s results [lo] on compact vector fields, those being 
used often without explicit mention of the reference. The last name author 
(D. D. Ang) would like to than T. W. Ma for having sent him his reprints. 
1. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
We shall adhere to the following notations: 
X: a Hausdorff locally convex topological vector space over the real 
numbers fields. 
K(X): the family of nonvoid closed convex subsets of X. 
V(0): the family of convex closed symmetric neighborhoods of 0 in X. 
E: a finite-dimensional vector subspace of X. 
VdO): the family of convex closed symmetric neighborhoods of 0 in E. 
D: a nonvoid open subset of X. 
i3D: boundary of D in X.. 
cl D or 0: closure of D in X. 
V: interior of subset V in X. 
coA: convex hull of subset A in X. 
coA: closure of convex hull of A in X. 
I: the identity map. 
J: the closed interval [0, 11. 
y: a topological space. 
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A +B=(x+y: xEA andyEB} 
L4 = (tx: x E A ) 
A\B= (xEA and x@B). 
In the remainder of this section, we shall set some basic definitions and 
properties of compact vector fields in topological linear spaces. 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let T be a map from Y into K(X), let A be a subset of 
Y, and define 
T(A) = u TX. 
xEA 
T is said to be upper semicontinuous (USC for short) on Y if for each 
B c Y and each open W c X with T(B) c W, there exists an open set V in Y 
such that B c V and T(V) c W. 
A map T of Y into K(X) is said to be compact if T is USC on Y and T(Y) 
is relatively compact (i.e., T(Y) is compact). 
DEFINITION 1.2. A compact vector field on D (to K(X)) is a map of D 
into K(X) of the form I - T (where (I - T)x = x - TX). Here T is a compact 
map of Y into K(X). 
Generalizing earlier results of Granas [ 121 and of Cellina and Lasota 
[ 131, Ma [ 101 has defined a topological degree for compact vector fields 
Z - T on X. For each p E x\(I - T)(aD) the degree at p is denoted by 
de& - T D, P>. 
Following are some of the properties of the degree of compact vector 
fields (cf. [lo]). 
THEOREM 1. Let I - T be a compact vector field on D to K(X), let 
p E X\(I - T)(aD). Then: 
(i) deg(l- T, D, p) # 0 Imp ies 1 the existence of an x in D such that 
P E (I- T)(x). 
6) If D, ,..., D, 
P E X\(I - T><o\U T Di>, 
deg(I - 
are disjoint open subsets of D and 5f 
then 
n 
T, D, P) = U deg(l - T, Di> p). 
i-1 
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(iii) If E is a finite-dimensional vector subspace of X such that (p} U 
T(D) c E, then (I - T 1 on E) is a compact vector field on of7 E to K(E) 
and 
deg(Z - T, D, p) = deg(1 - T/on E, D f’ E, p) 
where T 1 on E denote the restriction of T on Dn E. 
(iv) (Homotopy invariance). If F is a compact map of D x J into K(X) 
such that p 6? (x - F(x, t)) V(x, t) E aDxJ, then 
where 
deg(1 - F,,, D, p) = deg(Z - F, , D, P) 
F,(x) = F(x, t) V(x, t) E &.J. 
The following lemma is of crucial importance for finite-dimensional 
reductions. 
LEMMA 1 (Leray-Schauder-Nagumo). Let H be a compact subset of X, 
let V E V(0). Then there exist a continuous map S of H into X and a finite 
set B c H such that 
S(H) c co B 
and 
(x - Sx) E v  Vx E H. 
DEFINITION 1.3. Let T be a compact map of Y into K(X) and put H = 
cl T(Y) (a compact set). Let V E V(0) and let S be as in Lemma 1. We 
define 
STx = &S(Tx)) VXE Y. 
Note that (cf. [lo]) ST is a compact map of Y into K(X) and that 
STxc TX+ V and TxcSTx-t V VXE Y. 
2. A DEGREE THEORY 
Throughout this section, T is an USC map of D into K(X) and K is a closed 
convex subset of X such that 
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(i) H = cl T(K n Z3) is compact; 
(ii) HcK; 
(iii) 0 E x\(Z - T)(K n 8D). 
The present section is devoted to the definition and basic properties of the 
degree of Z - T relative to K at 0 which will be denoted by deg,(Z - T, D, 0). 
The following result will be useful. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let F be a closed subset of 0. Then (I - T)(K n F) is 
closed. In particular, there exists a V E V(0) such that 
V n (I - T)(K n aD) = 0. 
For a proof, see [ 101. 
Now let D n K # 0. Recall that H is a compact set. With V as in 
Proposition 1, there exists by Lemma 1, a continuous map S of H into CZ? 
with B finite cH such that 
Sx-XE v ‘dx E H. 
Then the following holds: 
PROPOSITON 2. 0 & (I - ST)(K n 8D). 
Proof: The proof is by contradiction. Suppose there exists an x: E K n BD 
such that 0 E (x - STx) or equivalently x E STx. Since TX c H and since 
TX + V is a closed convex set, we have 
STxcTxf V. 
Hence 
x E TX + V 
which implies 
(x- Tx)n V#0. 
It follows that 
Vn(Z-T)(KnaD)#0. 
This contradicts Proposition 1. Hence 
0 6? (I - ST)(K n aD) 
as desired. Q.E.D. 
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Let E be a finite-dimensional vector subspace of X such that S(H) c E 
and En K n D # 0 (here, just as in Proposition 2, we assume K n D # 0). 
Then E f’J K is a closed convex subset of the finite-dimensional vector space 
E. Hence, by Tietze’s theorem, there exists a continuous map f of E into 
KnE such thatf JEnK=id,, (the identity map of E n K). With S and 
f as above, we have 
LEMMA 2. iet x E cl f - ‘(E f? K n 0). Then 
(i) STf(x)cEn(zH)cEnK, 
(ii) ifx E STf(x) then x E En KD, 
where STf (x) = ST(f (x)). 
Proof: (i) By continuity of f, one has f(x) E En K C? 0. Hence by 
hypothesis (i) on T, one has Tf(x) c H, which implies STf (x) c E I? ZH. 
Thus STf (x) c E n K. 
(ii) By (i), one has x E En K, hence x = f(x) and thus 
XEEnKnD. As a result 
xEEnKnD and x E STx. 
By Proposition 2, one has x E K n D and hence x E E n K n D. Q.E.D. 
Note that with S, E, f as above, f-‘(E n K n D) is a relatively open 
subset of E containing En K n D. We have 
PROPOSITION 3. Let U be a relatively open subset of E such that 
EnKnDcUcf-'(EnKnD). Then O$(I--STf)(XJ), where XJ is 
the boundary of U in E. 
ProoJ The proof is by contradiction. Thus suppose by contradiction that 
for an x in aU, (x - STf(x)) contains 0 or equivalently x E STf(x). Then 
XE kclf-‘(EnKnD) and x E STf (x). 
Hence by Lemma 2, x E D n K n E. It follows that x E U, which is 
absurd. This contradiction shows that 0 6? (x - STf(x)) for each x E EIU. 
Q.E.D. 
Since STf 1 0 is the composition of the USC map ST with the continuous 
mapflu, (I-STf)Io is an USC vector field on 0 to K(E). On the other 
hand, since STf(o) c STf (cl f - '(E n K n D)), we have 
STf(D) c ST(K n 0) c S(H) c ZB. 
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It follows that S~J(I?) is relatively compact subset of the compact set 
co B. 
From this property and from Proposition 3, we have that 
deg(Z - STf, U, 0) is defined. Whence, we have the following definition. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let T be a USC map of D into K(X). Suppose K is a 
closed convex subset of X such that 
(i) H = cl T(K n 0) is compact, 
(ii) HcK, 
(iii) 0 6? (I - T)(K n cYD). 
We pose 
deg,(Z - T, D, 0) = ’ 
if KnD=0 
deg(l- STf, U, 0) if KnD#0. 
We shall say that deg,(I - T, D, 0) is the degree at 0 of I - T on D 
relative to K. 
That the foregoing concept is well defined follows from the following: 
PROPOSITION 4. Suppose K n D # 0 and T enjoys the properties as in 
Definition 2.1. Then 
(i) With S, E, f held fixed, deg,(I - T, D, 0) does not depend on the 
choice of U. 
(ii) With S, E held fixed, deg,(I - T, D, 0) does not depend on the 
choice off and U. 
(iii) With S held fixed, deg,(Z - T, D, 0) does not depend on the 
choice of E, f and U. 
(iv) deg,(I - T, D, 0) does not depend on the choice of S, E, f and U. 
ProoJ (i) Let U,, U, be relatively open subsets of E such that 
EnKnDcUicf~‘(EnKCID), i= 1, 2. 
Put U = U, n U,. Then U is open in E and 
EnKnDcUcf-‘(EnKnD). 
By Lemma 2, 
O&(Z-STf)((clf-‘(EnKnD))\EnKnD]. 
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Hence 
0 ~ (Z- STf)(Vi\U), i= 1, 2. 
By (ii) of Theorem 1 
deg(Z - STf, Ui, 0) = c&(1 - Srf; UT 0)~ i= 1, 2. 
Hence 
deg(Z - STf, U, , 0) = deg(Z - STA U,, 0). 
(ii) Let f, ,fi be two continuous retractions of E into K fl E. By (i), 
one can choose U= f;‘(Ef7KKD)nf;‘(EnKnD). 
For each (t, x) E Jxu, put 
F(t, x) = tSTf,(x) + (1 - t) STf*(x) 
and 
F,(x) = F(f, x). 
Suppose (t, x) E Jx XJ is such that 
0 E (x - F(f, x)) or equivalently x E F(t, x). 
Since x E 0, it follows that x E clfl:‘(E n K n D), i = 1, 2. Hence by 
Lemma 2, STL(x) c E n K, i = 1,2. Since E f7 K is convex, one has 
F(t, x) c En K and thus x E En K. Hence f,(x) = f*(x) = x. On the other 
hand F(t, x) = STf,(x). Hence there exists an x in 3U with x E STf,(x) 
which contradicts Proposition 3. We have just proved that 0 @ (x - F(t, x)) 
V(t, x) E JxaU. On the other hand, F is a compact map of Jxu into K(E). 
Hence by Theorem 1, 
deg(Z - F,, U, 0) = deg(Z - Fr9 UT 0) 
or equivalently 
deg(Z - STf, , U, 0) = deg(Z - STf2, U, 0). 
(iii) Let E, , E, be two finite-dimensional vector subspaces of X such that 
E,nKKD#f, i= 1,2, and S(H)cEi, i= 1,2. Put E=E,+E,. LetA 
be a continuous retraction of Ei onto E,n K. Consider the map hi: 
E, U (En K) + E n K defined as follows: 
h,(x) = 
I 
ax> VxEEi 
X VxEEnK. 
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It is clear that hi is continuous on E,U (EnK). Using the Tie&e 
extension theorem, we can extend hi to a continuous retraction g, of E onto 
E Ti K. Let Wi be a relatively open subset of E such that 
EnKnDc WicgL:‘(EnKnD), i= 1,2. 
Put Ui=Ein Wi, i= 1,2. Then 
Ein(EnKnD)cUicEing;‘(EnKnD). 
Hence 
EinKnDcUicf;‘(EinKnD). 
On the other hand 
STg,( Wi) c Ei and STg,/ ili=STf,/ i&, 
Hence by Theorem 1, 
deg(Z-STgi, Wi,O)=deg(Z-STf,,Ui,Ol, 
But by (ii) 
i= 1,2. 
i= 1,2. 
deg(Z - STg,, W, , 0) = deg(Z - STg,, W,, 0). 
Hence 
deg(Z - STY,, U,, 0) = deg(Z - STf?, U,, 0). 
(iv) Let V be as in Proposition 1, let Si be continuous maps of H into 
zBi, B, finite cH such that 
(x - S,x) E v Vx E H, i = 1,2. 
For (t, x) E JxH, define 
S(f, x) = tS,x + (1 - t) s,x 
Then S is uniformly continuous from the compact set JxH to 
co(B, U B,) czH and 
(x - S(t, x)) E v V(t, x) E JxH. 
Let E be a finite-dimensional vector space of X such that G(B, U B2) c E 
and En K n D f 0. Let f be a continuous retraction of E onto E f3 K and 
let U be a relatively open subset of E such that 
EnKnDcUcf-‘(EnKnD). 
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Put 
STf(C, x) = co ( lJ S(t, J’)) V&x) E JXU. YE TfLx) 
We shall show that STfis USC on Jxo. Indeed, for (t, x) in JxU let W be a 
relatively open subset of E such that 
STf (t, x) c W. 
Since STf(t, x) is a compact convex subset of the compact set 
co(B, U BJ, there exists a W, E V,(O) such that 
STf(t, x) + W, c W. 
Since 5’ is uniformly continuous on JxH, there exist a relatively open 
subinterval J, of J, t E J,, and a 0 E V(0) such that 
S(s, z) - S(t, y) E w, VsEJ, and y, z E H, (y - z) ~5 0 
Since Tf is USC and since T(x) + 0 is an open set containing Tf(x), there 
exists a relatively open subset 0, of 0, x E 0, such that 
TOO,) = Tf(x) + 0. 
Thus if (s, x’) E J,xO, and y’ E Tf(x’) then there exist y E Tf(x) such that 
S(s, Y’) = qt, Y) + w,. 
As a result 
S(s, Y’> = sTf(t, x> + W, V(s, x’) E J,xO,, y’ E Tf(x’). 
Since STf(t, x) is a compact convex set and since W, is closed and 
convex, the set (STf(t, x) + W,) is closed and convex. It follows that 
STf(s, x’) c STf (f, x) + W, c W V(x,x’) E J,xO,. 
The above inclusion shows that STf is USC at (t, x). Since (t, x) is an 
arbitrary point of Jxu, STf is USC on Jxu to K(E). 
On the other hand, since STf(Jxu) cc$B, UB,), STf is compact from 
Jxo to K(E). By Proposition 3, 
0 6? (x - STf (t, x)) V(f, x) E Jx XI. 
Hence by Theorem 1 
deg(Z - STf(0, e), U, 0) = deg(Z - STf (15 *)Y u, 0). 
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We have just proved that 
deg(Z - S, Tf, U, 0) = deg(Z - S, Tf, U, 0). Q.E.D. 
We have proved that deg,(Z - T, D, 0) is well defined. We shall show that 
deg,(Z - T, D, 0) enjoys properties as similar to those of the Leray-Schauder 
degree. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose deg,(Z - T, D, 0) # 0. Then there exists an x in 
D n K such that x E TX. 
Proof: Suppose by contradiction 0 6? (x - TX) Vx E D f? K. Since by 
hypothesis, 0 @ (I - T)(K n cYD). We have then 0 G!X (I - T)(K f7 0). Thus 
there exists an VE V(0) such that 
Vn(Z-T)(KnD)=0. 
Let S, E,f, U be as in Definition 2.1. Then 
deg(Z - STf, U, 0) # 0. 
Hence by Theorem 1, there exists x in U such that x E ST’(x). By 
Lemma 2. x E En K n D. Hence f(x) = x and x E STx, from which it 
follows that x E (TX + V) whence Vn (x + TX) # 0. 
Thus Vn (Z - T)(K n 6) # 0 which contradicts the choice of V. This 
contradiction proves the proposition. Q.E.D. 
To proceed with study of the properties of deg,, we shall need the 
following extension of the Leray-Schauder-Nagumo lemma. 
LEMMA 3. Let H, c H, be two nonvoid compact subsets of X and let 
V E V(0). Then there exist two open sets W, c w, in X such that H, c W, , 
H, c W,, and a continuous maps S of W, into co B, B finite t H, such that 
(i) (x-Sx)E V vx E w,; 
(ii) S(W,)ccoH,. 
ProoJ Let {a ,,..., a,} c H, and {a,, ,,..., a,} cH,\Uj”=, (aj+ p) be 
such that 
and 
W,r fl (aj+$I;?IH, 
j= I 
(2.1) 
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Set 
(2.3) 
It is seen that W,, W, are open, W, c W,, H, c W, and H, c W,. 
With UE V(O), put I)“(X) = inf{t > 0: x E tU) Vx E X. Then pu is 
continuous on X (cf. [20, p. 141). Let 
q&) = ma41 - P,(X), 0) VXEX. 
Then (cf. [20, p. 141) 
0 < q,(x) < 1 
and 
It follows that 
4Jx) = 0 
q&)x E 0 
Now for x in X put 
SjCx> = qYCx - aj> 
qjCx> = q(l/*)YCx - uj> 
From (2.4) and (2.3) we deduce 
~ qj(X) > 0 
j=l 
VXE 0 
vx6-s i3. 
VXEX. 
vj E (l,..., m) 
vj E (m + l,..., n). 
VXE w,. 
P-4) 
(25) 
V-6) 
Now define S: W, + X 
-1 
’ (,$, qAx) uj). 
By (2.6) and by continuity of the qi)s, S is continuous from W, to 
co{q ,...) a,}. For x E W,, we have 
x-sx= (,$, qjCx))-' (zl S,(x)(xeujl)* 
By (2.4) and by the convexity of V, 
(x - Sx) E v VXE w,. 
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Now for x E W,, there exists j, E (l,..., m} such that (X - Up,) E (1/2)V, 
from which it follows that 
m 
4j,tx) > O and hence 2 t&(x) > 0. 
j=l 
If there exists a j, E {m -t l,..., n) such that (X - Uj,) E (l/2) v, which 
implies aj, E (aj, + & which contradicts the choice of uj, j > m. Hence, if 
x E W, , then 
(x - czj) fz (l/2) P VjE {m + l,..., n} 
and as a result we have by (2.1) and by the definition of qj 
4jCx) = O Vj E {m + l,..., n) Vx E W,. 
Thus 
and hence 
Sx E GH, VXE w,. Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let T, K be as in Definition 2.1. Put 
K(T, D, K, 0) = K, 
K(T,D,K,j)=zT(DnK(T,D,K,j-1)) if (j - 1) exists. 
K(T, D, K, j) = f-j K(T, D, K, i) if (j - 1) does not exist. 
i<j 
If no confusion can arise, we write KI for K(T, D, K, j) and put 
Hj = cl T(K, n 6) Vj. 
Remark 2.1. We have the following properties of Kj (cf. 17)) 
KicKj and HicHj if i>j, (2.7) 
Ki+,=zHi and GH,cKj Vi. (2.8) 
On the other hand, since Kj c K and 0 @ (I - T)(K n aD>, we have 0 6? 
(I - T)(Kj C? 80) for each ordinal j. Hence it follows that deg,,(l - T, D, 0) 
is defined. We have 
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LEMMA 4. If Kin D = 0 for an ordinal j, then 
degKi(Z - T, D, 0) = 0 for every ordinal i. 
ProoJ Suppose by contradiction that deg,(Z- T, D, 0) # 0 for an 
ordinal r. 
Then by Theorem 2, there exists an a E K,n D such that a E Tu. We 
shall prove u E Ki for every i, which will lead to Kjf7 D # 0, a 
contradiction. The proof will by transtinite induction. Now by Remark 2.1, 
K, c K, = K, and thus a E K,. Suppose Q E K, for each s < i, we shall show 
a E K,. We shall distinguish two cases. In the case that (i - 1) exists, we 
have a E Ki_l, andthusaETacT(Ki_,n8)cKi,henceaEKi.Now,if 
(i - 1) does not exist, we have a E nj, i Kj and hence a E Ki. Thus in each 
case a E Ki n D for every i. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 5. For each ordinal i, we have 
deg,# - T, D, 0) = deg,(l - T, D, 0). 
Proof: By Lemma 4, we can (and shall) assume K, n D # 0 for every i. 
The proof of the proposition will be by transfinite induction. The proposition 
is trivially true for i = 0. Suppose it holds for all r < i; we shall show it holds 
for i. We shall distinguish two cases. In the first case, suppose (i - 1) exists 
and degKi_,(I - T, D, 0) = deg,(Z - T, D, 0). Thus it is sufficient to prove 
deg& - T, D, 0) = degKim,(Z - T, D, 0). 
By Remark 2.1, Hi and HiMi are compact sets and Hi c Hi_, . Hence by 
Lemma 3, with VE V(0) such that Vn (I- T)(K n aD) = 0 (cf. 
Proposition l), we have a continuous map S of Hi-i into zHi-, = Ki such 
that S(H,- ,) is contained in the closure of convex hull of a finite subset of X 
and 
and 
(x - Sx) E v vXEHi_,. 
S(Hi)ccoHi=Ki+,cKi. 
Let E be a finite-dimensional vector subspace of X such that S(Hi _ i) c E 
and En Kin D # 0. Let fi-i, fi be continuous retractions of E onto 
EnKi-,, E n Ki, respectively. 
Let x E cl flyl,(E n KimI n 0). By Lemma 2, if x E STfi- i(x) then 
xEEnKip,nD and hencex=fi-i(x) and 
xESTxccoHip,=Ki. 
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Hence xEEf7KinD. Put 
U=Af;‘,(EnKi-,nD)nf;‘(EnKinD)~EnKinD. 
By the foregoing argument and by Theorem l(iii) 
deg(Z-STfi_,,fi_:(EnKi_,nD),O)~deg(~-STfi-,, u,O). (2.9) 
With (t, x) E Jxu, we put 
F,(x) = rSTfi_ ,(x) + (1 - t) ST&(x). (2.10) 
We show that 0 @ (x-F,(x)) V(t, x) E Jx au. Suppose on the contrary 
that 0 E (x -F,(x)) for a (t, x) E Jx 3U. 
Then by Lemma 2, 
STfi-,(x) cGHiel = Ki and STfi(x)cGHi=Ki+,cK. 1’ 
Hence x E F,(x) implies x E En Ki which in turn implies x = 
J(x) = fi- ,(x) and x E STf(x) and x E 8U which contradicts Proposition 3. 
We have just proved that 0 @ (x -F,(x)) V(t, x) E Jx dU. On the other 
hand, the map (t, x) -+ F,(x) is USC from Jxo to K(E). Furthermore, F,(x) c 
S(H,- r) V(t, x) E Jxu, and S(H,- r) is a compact set. By Theorem 1 
deg(l- F,, U, 0) = deg(1 -F,, U, 0). 
From (2.9), (2. lo), and (2.11) we deduce 
deg(l- STf,-,,fi~‘,(EflK~-, nD>,O> 
= deg(l- STf,, f,:l(E n Kin D), 0). 
(2.11) 
And from Definition 2.1, we have 
degKim,(l - T, D, 0) = kg&- T, D, 0). 
We have just settled the case in which (i - 1) exists. Now suppose (i - 1) 
does not exist, we set H’ = n,,, Hi. Then H’ is a compact set and by 
Remark 2.1, H’ 2 Hi. 
With V E V(0) such that Vn (I - T)(K n 3D) = 0 (cf. Proposition l), 
there exist two open sets W,, W, in X such that 4c W,, H’ c W,, 
W, c W, and a continuous map S of W, into COB c co H’, B finite c H’ 
such that 
(x - Sx) E v  VXE w,, 
S(W,) czHi. 
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By the definition of H’, by Remark 2.1 and by H’ c W,, there exists r, < i 
such that Hj c W, Vj E [I~, i]. 
Hence ifjE [ri, i[, we have 
S(Hj)cS(W,)c~H’c~Hj. 
Let E be a finite-dimensional vector space of X such that S( W,) = E and 
En Ki n D # 0. Then E contains S(Hj) and En Kj n D # 0 Vj E [r, , i]. 
On the other hand, 
T(Kin@cHic W,. 
Since T is USC, there exists an open set W, in X such that Ki c W3 and 
T(W,nD)c W,. (2.12) 
Now since Hiel is compact, Ki = z Hi_ I is totally bounded. Since E is 
finite dimensional, Kin E is then a compact subset of E. On the other hand 
Ki = nj, i Kj and Ki c W,, hence there exists r2 in [Y,, i[ such that 
KjnEc W,nE Vj E [r,, i]. 
It remains to show that 
deg,,(l - T, D, 0) = degKi(I - T, D, 0) VjE [r,,i]. 
Now fix Y in [r,, i[. Let f,, fi be continuous retractions of E into E n K, 
and En K,, respectively. If x is an element of cl f; ‘(E n K, n D), then 
f,(x) E En K, n D c W, n E n 0. Hence Tfv(x) c W, which implies 
STf$) c co Hi c Ki VxEclf;‘(EnK,nD). (2.13) 
If x E cl f;‘(E n K,n D) and x E STfr(x), then 
x=f,(x)EEnKinD. 
Combining this with 
We have by Theorem 1 
deg(I - STfr, f;‘(E n K, n D), 0) = deg(I - STfr, U, 0). 
It only remains to show that 
deg(I - STfr, U, 0) = deg(I - ST&, U, 0). 
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The proof is by a homotopy variance argument. Put 
F,(x) = tSTS,(x) + (1 - t) STf,(x) V(t, x) E Jxu. 
Suppose by contradiction that for a (t, x) in Jx au, 0 E (x - F,(x)). Then 
since S7’f,(x) U STfi(x) c Ki (by (2.13)). We have 
x E F,(x) = tSTfr(x) + (1 - t) ST&(x) c Ki. 
By x E En Ki and by x = f,(x) = A(x), we have x E Srfi(x) and x E aU 
which contradicts Proposition 3. 
We have proved that 0 & (x - F,(x)) V(t, x) E Jx au. Now F,(x) c En Ki, 
by (2.13), and furthermore E n Ki is compact. Hence by Theorem 1 
deg(Z - F,, U, 0) = deg(Z - F, , U, 0). 
Thus 
deg(Z - STf, U, 0) = deg(Z - STfr, U, 0). 
We have just proved that 
degKi(Z - T, D, 0) = deg(Z - T, D, 0). Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 6. Let K’ be a closed convex subset of X with the following 
properties: 
(i) cl T(K’ n D) c K’; 
(ii) there exists an ordinal r such that 
K(T, D, K, r) c K’ c K. 
Then 
deg,(Z - T, D, 0) = deg, (Z - T, D, 0). 
Proof For each ordinal j, put 
K( = K(T, D, K’, j), 
Kj = K(T, D, K, j). 
Let s be an ordinal strictly larger than the ordinal of K, then 
Kj=K, and K;=KKj Vj>s. 
Since K’ c K, we have K; c Kj Vj, hence K; c K,. On the other hand 
K’ I>K,IK~, hence, from the definition KJ I> K,y Vj (since 
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z T(K, n D) = K,). Then K, c K; and hence K: = K,. Now by 
Proposition 5, 
deg,(Z - T, D, 0) = deg,JZ - T, D, 0) 
and 
deg,,(Z - T, D, 0) = deg,$Z - T, D, 0). 
This implies 
deg,(Z - T, D, 0) = deg,(Z - T, D, 0). Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 3. Let T, D, K be as in Definition 2.1 and let D, ,..., D, be p 
disjoint open subsets of D. Suppose 0 G? (Z - T)(K n (D\U+‘= , Di)). Then 
deg,(Z - T, D, 0) = 2 deg,(Z - T, Di, 0). 
i= I 
Proof: We can (and shall) assume K n Di # 0 Vi = l,..., p. Put H = 
cl T(K n 6) and ZZj = cl T(K f7 oj), j = I,..., p. 
Choose VE V(0) in such a way that 
vn(z-T) (Kn p\fi,Di))=a* 
By Lemma 1, there exist continuous maps S, Sj of H, Hi, respectively, 
into co B, zBj where B finite c H and Bj finite and contained in Hj. 
Let E be a finite-dimensional vector subspace of X such that S(H) U 
(Uf= I Sj(Hj)) c E and En K f7 Dj # 0 Vj = l,..., p. 
Let f be a continuous retraction of E onto En K. Let Uj be an open set in 
E such that 
EnKnD,c Ujcf-‘(EnKnDj) Vj = l,..., p. 
Since {EnKnDj}j=l,...,, is a disjoint family the Drj'S, j = l,..., p, are 
mutually disjoint. Put U = UP=, Uj. 
We have 
EnKn 5 Dj cUcf-‘(EnKnD). 
( 1 j=l 
Now let x E cl f-‘(E n K f-7 D) be such that x E STf(x). By Lemma 2 
xEKnDnE,hencef(x)=xandxESTxandxEKnD.Hence 
IZI#(x-Tx)nV and xEKnD. 
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By the choice of V, x E E f? K f3 (0, U ... U D,). Hence 
deg(Z - ST&f -‘(E n K ~‘7 D), 0) = deg(Z - STf, U, 0). (2.14) 
By Theorem 1, 
deg(Z - ST& U, 0) = 2 deg(Z - ST’ Ui, 0). 
i=l 
(2.15) 
NOW for (t, X) E JXVj, j= I,..., p, let 
F,(x) = tSFf(x) + (1 - t) sj T,(x). 
We see that F,(x) c co@ U Bj) and hence that (t, x) t+ F,(x) is a compact 
map of Jxuj into K(E). On the other hand, by a standard argument, 
0 6? (x - F,(x)) V(t, x) E Jx 3oj. 
By homotopy invariance (Theorem 1) 
or 
deg(Z-F,, Uj,O)=deg(Z-F,, Uj,O) 
deg(Z - Sj Tf, Uj, 0) = deg(Z - STf, Ui, 0). (2.16) 
By (2.15) and (2.16) 
deg(Z - STfi U, 0) = 2 deg(Z - Sj Tf, Uj, 0). 
j-l 
(2.17) 
From (2.14) and (2.17) we conclude 
deg,(Z - T, D. 0) = c7 deg,(Z - T, D, 0). 
jr, 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 4. Let F be a USC map of JxD into K(X) with the following 
properties : 
(i) 0 b? (x - F(t, x)) V(t, x) E Jx(K f’ 30). 
(ii) H = cl F(Jx(KxD)) is a compact subset of K. Put 
F,(x) = W, x) V(t, x) E JxD. 
Then deg,(Z - F,, D, 0) is defined for each t E J and 
deg,(Z - F, , D, 0) = deg,(Z - F, , D, 0). 
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ProoJ: Put ZZt = cl F;(K n D) Vt E J. Then by (ii) H, is a compact subset 
of K. By (i) 0 & (Z - F,)(K r‘laD>. Hence by Definition 2.1, 
deg,(Z - F,, D, 0) is defined for each t E J. 
Let VE V(0) be such that vn (x - F(t, x)) = 0 for every (f, x) E 
Jx(K n 30). We can assume K n D # 0. Let S (resp. S,, S,) be continuous 
maps of H (resp. H, , H,) into GB (resp. GB,,, GB,) where B finite c H 
(resp. B, finite c H,, B, finite c H,) such that 
(x - Sx) E v Vx E H, 
(x - S,x) E v  VXE Hi, i=o, 1. 
Let E be a finite-dimensional subspace of X such that S(H) U S,(H,) U 
S,(H,) c E and E f? K n D # 0. Let f be a continuous retraction of E into 
K n E and let U be an open set in E such that 
EnKnDcUcf-‘(EnKnD). 
By Proposition 3, 0 6? (I - S’,f)(aU) Vt E .Z and furthermore the map 
(t, x) i--, SFJ(x) is USC from JxU to K(E) with SF,f(x) c GB V(t, x) E Jxo 
into K(E). 
By Theorem 1, 
deg(Z - SF,,S, U, 0) = deg(Z - SF,f, U, 0). 
For (t, x) E Jxo, put 
(2.18) 
G,(t, x) = tSFif(x) + (1 - t) SiFif(x) Vi = 0, 1. 
Then Gi is a compact map of Jx!? into K(E). Furthermore 
0 6? (x - Gi(t, x)) V(t, x) E Jx XJ. Hence by homotopy invariance 
(Theorem 1) 
deg(Z - Gi(O, .), U, 0) = deg(Z - G,( 1, .), U, 0) 
that is 
deg(Z - Si Fif, U, 0) = deg(Z - SFif, U, 0). (2.19) 
From (2.18) and (2.19) 
deg(Z - S,F,S, U, 0) = deg(Z - S, F,S, U, 0) 
that is 
deg,(Z - F,, D, 0) = de&Z - F, , D, 0). Q.E.D. 
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THEQREM 5. Let T, K, D be as in Definition 2.1. Let D be an open 
symmetric set containing 0 and let K be a nonvoid symmetric subset of X. 
Suppose 
(i) T(-x) = -T(x) Vx E D. 
(ii) 0 & (I - T)(K f18D). 
Then deg,(I - T, D, 0) is odd. 
Proof Put H = cl T(K n D). Then H is a symmetric set. With S as in 
Proposition 2, define 
s: H+zB, with B, = B U (-B), 
S(x) = (1/2)(8(x) - q-x)) VxEH. 
Then g is a continuous odd map on H and 
x - S(x) = (1/2)(x - S(x)) + (1/2)(S(-x) - (-x)). 
Hence 
(x - S(x)) E v Vx E H. 
With E and f as in Lemma 2, E f? K is a convex symmetric subset of E. 
Define 
f! E+E~K, 
f(x) = (1/2U(x) -.0-x)) VxEE. 
Then f is continuous and odd on E and fi E n K = id,, and the set U = 
f-‘(EnDnK) 
- -. 
is a symmetric open set in E containing 0. The map STf IS 
an odd compact map of 0 into K(E). By a theorem of Petryshyn and 
Fitzpatrick [ 91, 
de&Z - T, D, 0) = deg(Z - STf U, 0) 
is an odd integer. Q.E.D. 
3. TOPOLOGICAL DEGREE OF ULTIMATELY 
COMPACT VECTOR FIELDS 
The concept of ultimately compact vector fields was introduced by 
Sadovskii [6, 71. This concept has been generalized by Petryshyn and 
Fitzpatrick [8, 9] to set-valued vector fields in locally convex linear 
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topological spaces in which closed convex sets are retracts. We shall rely on 
results in Section 2 on K-degrees to define the concept of degree for 
ultimately compact set-valued vector fields in general locally compact linear 
topological spaces without the retraction condition of Petryshyn and 
Fitzpatrick [8, 91. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let Y be a topological space and let F be an USC map 
of YxZ? into K(X). Define, for every ordinal i 
K(F, YxD, 0) = GF( YxD), 
K(F, YxB, i) = GF(Yx(fin K(F, YxD, i - 1))) if (i - 1) exists, 
K(F, YxD, i) = fi K(F, YxD, j) if (i - 1) does not exist. 
jii 
If no confusion can arise, we shall write Ki for K(F, YxD, i). If u is an 
ordinal strictly larger than the cardinal of GF(YxB), then as is easily seen 
Ki = K, for every ordinal i U. If u is such an ordinal we put 
K(F, YxD) = K,. 
We shall say F is a Y-ultimately compact map of Y X D into K(X) if 
cl F( Yx(D n K(F, YxD))) is compact. 
If Y is a singleton, we identify F with a map of D into K(X); in this case, 
if F is Y-ultimately compact, we shall say F is ultimately compact, for short. 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let T be an ultimately compact map of d into K(X) 
such that 0 @ (Z - T)(aD). For K = K(T, o), we see from Definition 3.1 that 
K has all the properties of the K in Definition 2.1. Hence that 
degKcr,,-, (I - T, D, 0) is defined. We say degKCT,bj(Z - T, D, 0) is the 
topological degree of the ultimately compact vector field Z - T. 
Following are the basic properties of deg,(,,,-,(Z - T, D, 0). 
THEOREM 6. Let T be an ultimately compact vector field of D into K(X) 
such that 0 @ (I - T)@D). Then: 
0) Ifdeg,,,,,-, (Z - T, D, 0) f 0 then there exists an x in D n K(T, 0) 
such that x E TX. 
(ii) If D, ,..., D, are disjoint open subsets of D such that 0 & 
(I- r>(07Ufz 1 Di), then 
d%r,T,,-, (I - T, D, 0) = 9 deg,,,,Ei,(Z - T, Di, 0). 
i=l 
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ProoJ (i) follows from Theorem 2. 
(ii) For each ordinal j, put 
K,,/ = K(T, &j) i = l,..., p. 
G,,j = K(T, &, K(T, D), j) (cf. Definition 2.2). 
There exists an ordinal u such that 
K,,j = K(T, Oi) and Gi,U = G,,j Vj > U, Vi = l,***, P, 
From the definition, we have 
K(T, 0) 1 K(T, Di) and Ki,j 3 Gi,i+ 1 Vi= 1 ,...’ p, vj. 
Hence 
K(T, 0) IJ K(T, Di) 3 Gi,u vi = l,..., p. 
By Proposition 6 
deg KcT,FJ(Z - T, Di, 0) = deg,,,,& - T, Diy 0). (3.1) 
On the other hand, by Theorem 3, we have 
degKtT,,-, (Z - T, D, 0) = 2 deg,C,,,-,(Z - T, Di, 0). 
i=l 
(3.2) 
From (3.1) and (3.2) 
de&(,,,-, (I - T, D, 0) = 2 deg,C,,ni,(Z - T, Di, 0). 
i=l 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 7. Let F be a J-ultimately compact map of JxD into K(X) 
such that 0 @ (x - F(t, x)) V(t, x) E Jx 3D. Put 
Then 
F,(x) = F(t, x) V(t, x) E JxD. 
(i) F, is an ultimately compact map of D into K(X). 
6) degK,Fo,m (I- F,, D, 0) = deg,,,,,,-, (1 - F, > Q 0). 
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ProojI (i) Since K(F,, 6) c K(F, .ZxD), we have 
cl P,(D n K(F,) 0) C cl F(.Zx@ n K(F, JXD))). 
Hence F, is ultimately compact from D into K(X). 
(ii) By Theorem 4, 
deg KcF,.,xa,(Z - F,, D, 0) = deg,,,.,,,,-,(I - F, 3 Q 0). (3.3) 
On the other hand, for p = 0, 1, 
K(Fp, 0, j) 3 K(F,, D, K(F, JxD), j + 1) v.j’j. 
Hence for u sufficiently large 
K(F,, 0) = K(Fp, 0, u) 3 K(Fp, 0, K(F, JxD), u + 1). 
Thus 
K(F, JxD) II K(Fp, 0) 3 K(&, 0, K(F, JxD), ~4 + 1). 
Hence by Proposition 6, 
deg,(,,,,,-,(Z - FD, D, 0) = degKcl,,,n,(Z - F,, D, O), P = 0, 1. (3.4) 
From (3.3) and (3.4) we conclude that 
hkFg,b~ (Z -F,, D, 0) = degKCF1,& - F, Y D, 0). Q.E.D. 
The following proposition establishes the relationship between compact 
vector fields and ultimately compact vector fields. 
THEOREM 8. Let T be a compact map of D into K(X). Then 
(i) T is ultimately compact. 
(ii) deg(Z - T, D, 0) = deg,,,,,-,(Z - T, D, 0). 
Proof: (i) Obvious. 
(ii) By the definition of topological degree of (Z - T) (cf. [lo]). 
deg(Z - T, D, 0) = deg,(Z - T, D, 0). (3.5) 
For u sufficiently large K(T, 0, X, u) = K(T, 0). Hence by Proposition 5 
deg,(Z - T, D, 0) = deg,,,,,-,(Z - T, D, 0). (3.6) 
Hence finally 
deg(Z - T, D, 0) = deg,,,,s,(Z - T, D, 0). Q.E.D. 
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4. SOME FIXED POINT THEOREMS 
In this section, we shall give generalization of fixed point theorems of 
Kakutani-Fan and of Borsuk. 
THEOREM 9. Let A be a nonvoid convex (not necessarily closed) subset 
of X and let T be a compact map of A into K(X) such that cl T(A) c A. Then 
T has a fixed point in A. 
ProoJ: Put H = cl T(A). Then H is compact. For each V in V(0) there 
exists by Lemma 1 a continuous map S, of H into GB finite c H such that 
(x - S,x) E v Vx E H. 
Since COB = co B, we have S, T(A) c co B c A. Hence S,T(co B) c 
co B c A. Thus S,T is a compact map of the closed convex set co B into 
K(X) and S,T(co B) c co B. By a theorem of Fan [ 151, there exists an 
xy E co B c A such that x,, E S,Tx,. Thus x, E (TX, + V). 
Hence, there exists y,, E TX,, such that (x1. - y,.) E V. Since H is compact, 
the set ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ has a subset (y, ,)iel converging to an x in H. 
It follows from above that (x,,~) also converges to x. Since T is USC, 
xE TX. Q.E.D. 
Remark 3.1. If A is compact in addition, the above theorem is due to 
Fan [ 15 1. The single-valued version of Theorem 9 was obtained under the 
additional condition of metrisability by Granas [ 161 and in the general case 
of a locally convex linear topological space by Ang [ 171. 
THEOREM 10. Let B be a nonvoid convex (not necessarily closed) subset 
of X, let T be an ultimately compact map of B into K(X) such that 
cl T(B) c B and K(T, B) = 0. Then T has a fixed point. 
Proof. Let A = B n K(T, B). Then G T(A) = K(T, B). Hence A # 0 and 
cl T(A) c K(T, B). It follows that 
clT(A)cA=BnK(T,B). 
On the other hand, since T is ultimately compact, cl T(A) is compact. 
Hence T is a compact map of A into K(X) and cl T(A) c A. By Theorem 9, 
there exists x E A such that x E TX. Q.E.D. 
Remark 3.2. The foregoing theorem was obtained by Petryshyn and 
Fitzpatrick [9] under the additional condition that A be closed and that each 
closed convex subset of X be a retract. 
We shall conclude this paper with a fixed point theorem of the Borsuk 
type. 
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THEOREM 11. Let D be an open symmetric neighborhood of 0 in X. Let 
T be an ultimately compact map of d into K(X) such that: 
(i) T(-x) = -T(x) Vx E 0. 
(ii) 0 6? (I- T)(aD). 
Then deg,,,,,,(Z - T, D, 0) is odd. 
Proof: It is seen that K(T, 0, j) is a symmetric set containing 0 for each 
ordinal j. Hence K(T, 0) is, too. The theorem then follows from Theorem 5. 
Q.E.D. 
Remark 3.3. The foregoing theorem was obtained by Petryshyn and 
Fitzpatrick [9] under the additional condition that X is metrisable. 
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